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Abstract

Organized violence can be used to inflict mass starvation outside of large-scale, prolonged military operations and outside of a civil war altogether. This may also be targeted at some of the most politically salient social groups within a country rather than the most marginalized. In Lakes State, South Sudan, a sub-national political marketplace evolved into intensely violent competition among sub-national and local elites and groups all otherwise broadly aligned with the incumbent national government. Over time, this competition produced mass starvation among communities that otherwise have the greatest access to the resources needed to avoid this exact outcome. Rather than outright famine, mass starvation repeatedly took the form of localized famine conditions, sometimes known as micro-famines. By exploring a key subnational political marketplace in South Sudan and its consequences for acute food insecurity, this article works to address gaps in analysis of mass starvation at smaller geographic and social scale than typically considered and of key pathways from organized violence to mass starvation outside of civil war.
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